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Use for PHILIPS SERIES: TV/LCD/LED/HDTV

• Operating Manual
:Th~~k~f;r-~h-o-o-si~gth-i~;~~~t~ ~;~t~~I~Pi~~s-e-i~~t~lith~:
: batteries and try. If it works well, no need to set. If it does'
: not work, please refer to the following setting method.This-
: remote control could savethe setting when changing batteries.:
, It could be your best choice to replace the original remote:
:control. :..................................................... - .
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A Before use this remote control, please read this manual as much as possible.

It could directly control 99% models of PHILlPS brand.
No need to set. If it doesri t work, please choose one of
the following setting ways to use.
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2). Please try to use the remote control. If it doesn't work we'll,
please repeat from Stepl.

•• A. Codes Input

CODE 001,002,003,004,005,006
LIST: 007,008,009,010,011,012

1). Pressand hold the key [MUTE] and [POWER],after 3 seconds
the LEDwill be lit. Release the keys, input the three codes
(001-012)from Code List. When the Codes Input finished,
the LEDwill turn off.

NOTE: If the three codes are invalid, the LED will flash twice and
keep light, If the codes are right. LED light will turn off.

B. MENU key Search ----_
1). Press and hold the key[MENU], after 5 seconds the LEDwill

start to flash and remot}Control enters into search state.
2). When the MENUappear n the TV, please release the key.
3). Please try to use the rem te control. If it doesn't well, please

Icpcet from Step I.

C. MUTE key Search •
I.

1). Press and hold the key[~UTE], after 5 seconds the LEDwill
start to flash and remote control enters into search state.

2). When the MUTEappear on the TV, please release the key.

3). Please try to use the remote control. If it doesn't well, plea~e
repeat from Stepl.

2.RESTORE TO FACTORY STATE
Press and hold the key [MUTE] firstly, then press and hold
number key[O]. After 5 seconds the LEDwill flash 3 times and
remote control will restore to factory state.

I.Pleasenote the positive and negative terminals of the battery.
• Before use, it is best to set Remote Control to factory state.I.Only your TV have receiving function or receiving equipment

then can use this remote.I.If improper operation, the remote may died so now you should
take out the battery and wait 20 minutes then putin the battery1 and re-set.

• If some function keys don't work, it may be the key doesn't work1 for your TV model or your TVdoesn t have that function.
• If the remote control doesn't work for long time, please take off1 the batteries. In case of the batteries go bad and damagethe

Remote control.

4.Compatible Remote Control Model

Due to too many Remote Co~trol models, we only list
some below. If your remote control is similar to the
picture, the our remote can control it.
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